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Form B  
SITE VIOLENCE RISK ASSESSMENT-TEMPLATE 

School/Site Name: Date of Initial Assessment: 

Administrator: Date of Revision(s): 

Risk Assessment team members: 

A. Information	  Review B. Physical	  Layout	  &	  System	  Review
Records, stats and reports have been reviewed for: 

 Violence prevention program and related forms 
available at site (including violent incident reports)

 Which staff groups are most exposed 

 Previous incidents at the site (including patterns) 

 Experiences at similar sites 

 History of Students in the school 
• Risk	  Assessment	  on	  file?
• Safety	  Plan	  in	  place?
Records of students transferred to your school

 History of interactions with members of the public 

 History with Parents/guardians at the school 

 Work Alone Procedures 

 Security of the building outside of instructional hours 

 Storage and handling of money on-site 

 Storage and handling of medicine on-site 

 Surrounding community information (gangs, higher 
crime areas, businesses etc.) 

 Staff training 

The building, interior and exterior, has been reviewed for: 

 Where incidents are most likely to occur (parking lot, 
hallways classroom, etc.) 

 Appropriate access control 

 Lighting- entrances, hallways, parking lots 

 Adequate Alarm system 

 Staff are able to visually monitor their surroundings 

 Ability to maintain a safe distance from others  

 Barriers between possible threat & staff (e.g. high and 
wide counter) 

 Cash handled out of view and secured appropriately  

 System for staff acquiring assistance when needed 

 Adequate working alone check-in system is used  

 Lockdown procedures completed and practiced 

 Trees & shrubs outside maintained to avoid 
concealment 

 Travelling to and from car- outside normal hours policy 
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RISK ASSESSMENT TABLE 
A) Nature of

Violence B) Violence resulting from C) Probable
violence

Violence Risk Score 
Use criterion from “Violence Rating Score” Table below to 

complete boxes and determine risk level 
Comments/ 

Controls 
D) Consequence E) Frequency F) Probability G) Risk Score

Rebellion against 
authority 

Supervisory duties 
School policy enforcement  
Traffic control during peak times 
Disciplining children, 
Student non-compliance 
Other 

Verbal threats 
Minor physical  
Serious physical  
Psychological harm 
Other: 

Against the School Bomb threats, 
Security breaches 
Intruder   Trespassing 
Other: 

Verbal threats 
Minor physical  
Serious physical  
Psychological harm 
Other: 

Against a staff 
member in the 
course of their 
work 

Staff interaction  
Parent-teacher interviews 
Staff-parent meetings  
Crossing guards Noon Sups 
Other: 

Verbal threats 
Minor physical  
Serious physical  
Psychological harm 
Other: 

Against individuals Alcohol and drugs issues 
Mental health issues  
Harassment Stalking 
Domestic   Child custody issues 
Irate parents Student based 

violence Other: 

Verbal threats 
Minor physical  
Serious physical  
Psychological harm 
Other: 

Opportunistic Working at night  
Walking to/from parking  
Access to washrooms  
Working alone  
Robbery   Vandalism 
Working with Cash/medicine 
Fundraising days/events  

Verbal threats 
Minor physical  
Serious physical  
Psychological harm 
Other: 

Other 
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VIOLENCE RATING SCORE
(D) CONSEQUENCES
Degree of Severity of Consequences Rating 
Fatality (1 or more) 10 
Serious injury or occupational disease (permanent disability) 8 
Disabling injuries, reversible tissue damage, post-traumatic stress 2 
Minor cuts, bruises, irritations, minor damage, feeling of 
intimidation 

1 

(E) FREQUENCY
The hazard event occurs: Rating 
Continuously (or many times daily) 5 
Frequently (approximately once daily) 4 
Usually (from once per week to once per month) 3 
Occasionally(from once per month to once per year) 2 
Rarely (it has been known to happen) 1 
Very rarely (not known to have occurred but considered remotely 
possible) 

0.5 

(F) PROBABILITY
The likelihood of violence or threat of violence, including the 
consequences: 

Rating 

Is the most likely and expected result if no changes are made 5 
Is quite possible, would not be unusual, has an even 50/50 
chance 

4 

Would be an unusual sequence or coincidence 2 
Would be a remotely possible coincidence, it has been known to 
happen 

1 

Extremely remote but conceivably possible, has never happened 
after many years of exposure 

0.5 

Practically impossible, coincidence, "one in a million” chance, 
hasn’t happened in spite of many years of exposure  

 0.1 

RISK SCORE 
(D) Consequences X (E) Frequency X (F) Probability = (G) Risk Score

Score 
High – must be corrected/controls implemented immediately >30
Medium – must be corrected/controls implemented 20-29
Low – Indicator – situation must be examined and may have to 
be corrected/controls implemented 

4-19

Risk Acceptable – no change required <3 

1. Enter	  risk	  score	  into	  Risk	  Assessment	  table	  above.
2. Redo	  the	  risk	  scores	  after	  controls	  have	  been	  implemented	  to	  ensure

that	  they	  adequately	  reduced	  the	  risk.

TOTAL RISK CHART 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
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